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City Edit
Grab a coffee

Good grapes

Süssmund Kaffeebar

Zum Gschupftn Ferdl

In this cafe-cultured city
Vienna’s new breed of coffee
houses are taking its bean
scene to new heights. Das
Möebel mixes coffee with
cool interior design while
Süssmund’s award-winning
roasters are cult favourites.

Austria is well-versed in good
wine and vines fringe its city
outskirts. Sample excellent
Austrian vintages by the glass
at this quirky neon-clad wine
bar or take a day trip out to
the Wieninger winery.

Wipplingerstrasse 1
suessmund.at

Herrengasse 6-8
zumgschupftnferdl.com

A Guide To Vienna, Austria
Cool cafés, pioneering
galleries and culinary
mavericks—Vienna shedding
its classical image and moving
to a new cultural beat with
quiet assertiveness. Bold
architecture is springing up
between the neoclassical
palaces and a new generation

Where to stay

Dine in style

Hotel Daniel Loftcube

Restaurant Konstantin
Filippou

The Park Hyatt Vienna glitters
with old world glamour but
with its own beehives and
bakery, young-gun Hotel
Daniel offers an urban
contrast to Vienna’s classic
hotels. Its rooftop Loftcube
is a sleek vision of glass with
panoramic views.
Europaplatz 1, 8020 Graz
+43 316 711 080 0
hoteldaniel.com

Michelin-starred Konstantin is
a temple of culinary art where
plates of snail and black salsify
or sweetbreads with smoked
carrot are arranged with
elegant precision. The designer
décor is all clean lines and
subdued colours.
Dominikanerbastei 17
+43 1 51 22 229
konstantinfilippou.com

time to get this city of spires
back on your cultural radar,
and this guide will show you
where to go.

Get ready with TUMI
Channel Vienna’s new urban sophistication
with these hot new picks from TUMI – they
strike the perfect balance between classic
and cool...
Harrison Rockwell Day Duffel Bag
Rich leather adds polish to this multi-tasking
duffel bag. Just like Vienna, it’s classic on the
outside and modern on the inside with plenty of
dedicated spaces for all your tech must-haves.
Mariella Handbag in Grey
Anyone with an appreciation of great craft will
swoon at this elegant handbag. Designed with
the modern women in mind, the cool grey hue
and sleek silhouette hits that chic Vienna note
perfectly.
Perfect your travel style at
uk.tumi.com

x

Georg Kargl Gallery
You could spend days exploring
Vienna’s world-renowned
cultural institutions.
The Museums Quartier
complex and contemporary art
stronghold 21er Haus are the
big hitters, but for something
more intimate, this tiny gallery
is always making waves on the
art scene.
Schleifmühlgasse 5
+43 1 585 41 99
georgkargl.com

Blow-off steam
SPA at Sofitel
The rich kaleidoscopic colours
swirling across the ceiling
and top-to-bottom glass set
the tone at the Sofitel’s lux
contemporary spa where a the
menu of treatments included
everything from Japanese facials
to Indonesian body scrubs.
Praterstrasse 1
+43 1 906160
sofitel.com

of bohemian foodies and
artists are taking hold. It’s

Get cultured

Best architectural fix

The retail trail

Wittgenstein House

Golden Quarter

An architectural monument
from two great thinkers of the
20th century, Paul Engleman
and Ludwig Wittgenstein, the
stark concrete skeleton of this
villa reflects the severity and
simplicity of its architects’
minds. A modernist’s dream.

Kohlmarkt and Tuchlauben
streets in The Golden Quarter
is where you’ll find designer
brands galore including top
Swiss watches at Hublot
Boutique, a two-storey
flagship Alexander McQueen
and lesser-known designers.

3., Parkgasse 18
+43 1 713 31 64

Canal culture
Danube Canal
Vienna’s revived canal is an
ever-changing canvas for
its street artists and a haven
for its hipster crowds. Come
summer it brims with lively
beach bars and cool cafes like
Motto am Fluss, which bobs
inside a superyacht.
Franz Josefs Kai 2
+43 1 25 255 11
mottoamfluss.at

For a sundowner
Roberto’s American Bar
For cocktails with a view head
to the Sofitel’s Das LOFT
bar. But for the city’s finest
mixology, join the young
creative set at Roberto’s
American Bar to share a
perfectly mixed Old Fashioned
with the owner.
Bauernmarkt 11-13
+43 1 535 06 47
robertosbar.com

Find some space
Burggarten
These former palace gardens
offer statue-peppered lawns
and tranquil ponds for outdoor
strolls as well as a striking art
nouveau conservatory clad in
iron-and-glass complete with
its own butterfly house. It’s a
popular spot for taking a break.
01, Burgring
+43 1 877 50 87
bmlfuw.gv.at/ministerium/bundesgaerten

